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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Fig. S1. Experimental HAADF tilt series. All 69 processed HAADF projections used as input for GENFIRE reconstruction. Each image was masked, normalized to reference projection, background subtracted, and aligned by center-of-mass and common line alignment. Background subtraction was iterated with alignment to minimize common line differences. Horizontal direction is the rotation axis.
Fig. S2. Experimental aluminum channel EDS tilt series.
All 20 processed aluminum EDS projections used as input for GENFIRE reconstruction. Each image was masked, normalized to reference projection, background subtracted, and aligned by center-of-mass and common line alignment. Background subtraction was iterated with alignment to minimize common line differences.
Fig. S3. Experimental iron channel EDS tilt series.
All 20 processed Iron EDS projections used as input for GENFIRE reconstruction. Each image was masked, normalized to reference projection, background subtracted, and aligned by center-of-mass and common line alignment. Background subtraction was iterated with alignment to minimize common line differences. Horizontal direction is the rotation axis.
Fig. S4. Experimental magnesium channel EDS tilt series.
All 20 processed Magnesium EDS projections used as input for GENFIRE reconstruction. Each image was masked, normalized to reference projection, background subtracted, and aligned by center-of-mass and common line alignment. Background subtraction was iterated with alignment to minimize common line differences. Horizontal direction is the rotation axis.
Fig. S5. Experimental nickel channel EDS tilt series.
All 20 processed Nickel EDS projections used as input for GENFIRE reconstruction. Each image was masked, normalized to reference projection, background subtracted, and aligned by center-of-mass and common line alignment. Background subtraction was iterated with alignment to minimize common line differences. Horizontal direction is the rotation axis.
Fig. S6. Experimental sulfur channel EDS tilt series.
All 20 processed Sulfur EDS projections used as input for GENFIRE reconstruction. Each image was masked, normalized to reference projection, background subtracted, and aligned by center-of-mass and common line alignment. Background subtraction was iterated with alignment to minimize common line differences. Horizontal direction is the rotation axis.
Fig. S7. Experimental oxygen channel EDS tilt series.
All 20 processed oxygen EDS projections used as input for GENFIRE reconstruction. Each image was masked, normalized to reference projection, background subtracted, and aligned by center-of-mass and common line alignment. Background subtraction was iterated with alignment to minimize common line differences. Horizontal direction is the rotation axis.
Fig. S8. Experimental silicon channel EDS tilt series.
All 20 processed silicon EDS projections used as input for GENFIRE reconstruction. Each image was masked, normalized to reference projection, background subtracted, and aligned by center-of-mass and common line alignment. Background subtraction was iterated with alignment to minimize common line differences. Horizontal direction is the rotation axis.
Fig. S9. Experimental chromium channel EDS tilt series.
All 20 processed chromium EDS projections used as input for GENFIRE reconstruction. Each image was masked, normalized to reference projection, background subtracted, and aligned by center-of-mass and common line alignment. Background subtraction was iterated with alignment to minimize common line differences. Horizontal direction is the rotation axis.
Fig. S10. Experimental carbon channel EDS tilt series.
All 20 processed carbon EDS projections used as input for GENFIRE reconstruction. Each image was masked, normalized to reference projection, background subtracted, and aligned by center-of-mass and common line alignment. Background subtraction was iterated with alignment to minimize common line differences. Horizontal direction is the rotation axis. Fig. S13. Achieved spatial resolution for ptychography and HAADF microscopy. Knifeedge scans across the boundary between mineral phases, with spatial resolution quantified using the 10-90% criterion. The estimated resolutions are 15 nm for 0 th degree HAADF projection (A and C), and 20 nm for ptychography on the Fe L3-edge (B and D). Fig. S14 . EDS spectral decomposition. Spectral decomposition of the EDS data using nonnegative matrix factorization in HyperSpy python package (A). The result reduces all EDS spectra into 5 major components with one component containing noise (D). The 4 major clustered spectra and their corresponding pixel locations highlight C, O, and Si contaminations on the grain surface (B), Iron-nickel sulfide (C), iron-magnesium silicate (E), and chromiumaluminum oxide (F). The integrated peak intensities from these decomposed spectra were used to quantify the elemental compositions in the three major mineral phases summarized in Fig. 4 . 
